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Thus, before the disarmament negotiations were transferred in the
last week of September to Geneva, where the fourteenth session of
the Assembly of the League of Nations opened on the 25th September,
there appeared to be general agreement between France, Italy, Great
Britain, and the United States on the principle that the period of
validity of the Disarmament Convention should be divided into two
parts: during the first period, which might last for three or four years,
the prohibition on any increase in German armaments would remain
in force, and its observance would be guaranteed by a system of
supervision, while the reduction of the armaments of other Powers
would not begin until the second period. This proposal involved a
marked departure from the British draft convention, which had been
accepted by the General Commission in June (when Herr Hitler had
already been in power in Germany for over four months) as the basis
of the future Disarmament Convention.1 In the British draft, the
period of validity suggested was five years, and while it was contem-
plated that the reduction of armaments should proceed by stages,
there had been no suggestion that the process would not begin as
soon as the convention had been ratified. It remained to be seen
whether the German Government could be induced to accept a plan
which would, at the best, postpone for some years the attainment of
the equality of status in armaments which had been granted to
Germany in principle by the other Great Powers in December 1932.2
The exchange of views between Governments during the first three
weeks of September had not been extended to include Germany, and
the last occasion on which Herr Hitler had been invited to express
his opinion on disarmament questions had been during his interview
2 See p. 291 above.
1 See the Survey for 1932, pp. 288-90. It was perhaps natural that the
Germans should have suspected that the postponement of equality for three
or four years was not the only result which the French expected from the
two-period plan. In German eyes, it appeared probable that the French
intended in effect to make the attainment of equality dependent on the ful-
filment of certain conditions during the probationary period in order that they
might have the opportunity of refusing at a later stage to grant equality on
the ground that the stipulated conditions had not been carried out. This point
of view was forcibly expressed by the German Foreign Minister in a statement
to foreign press representatives on the 16th October, after Germany had
withdrawn from the Conference. Under the two-period plan, said Freiherr
von Keurath,' Germany alone would be subject to decisive armament limita-
tions in the next few years. The other Powers would therefore always have the
possibility of pleading the non-functioning of the supervision, or alleged
German violation of the Treaty, in order to evade their material obligations in
respect of disarmament. . . . The standpoint of the Powers therefore amounts
to postponing their disarmament ad calendas graecas, while at the same time
prohibiting any levelling of armaments on the part of Germany.'

